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Location: 

HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING RECORD 
EL PASO LODE (GOLD KING MINE), HEADFRAME 

HAER No. C0-92-A 

1.5 miles northeast of the town of Cripple Creek 
Teller County, Colorado 

U.S.G.S. Cripple Creek North Quadrangle 
UTM Zone 13 0486042E 4288989N (NAD 27) 

Date of Construction: 1936 

Engineer: Unknown 

Builder: Unknown 

Present Owner: Cripple Creek & Victor Gold Mining CO. 

Present Use: None 

Significance: In 1890 the Gold King Mine was created when prospector Robert Womack 
excavated a 48' deep shaft and struck a rich vein of gold-bearing ore. Womack's 
discovery sparked the interest of other speculators, and by 1893 the Cripple 
Creek Mining District was the focus of a major gold prospecting rush to 
south-central Colorado. Womack's mine came into the ownership of the 
El Paso Gold King Mining Company, who constructed the original 
headframe and surface facilities in order to expand mining operations at 
the Gold King Mine. The Gold King Mine operated nearly continuously 
from 1890 to 1928, when the company closed the mine and removed the 
original head frame and other surface features. The current headframe 
was built in 1936 when the company refurbished the mine. The current 
headframe was utilized in mining operations until the mine shut down in 
1954. The mine operated primarily as a tourist attraction the last four 
years of operation. 

Report Prepared By: Kurt Schweigert 
TECACRE 
Golden, Colorado 

Date: January 2007 
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The Gold King Mine headframe is a heavy timber structure that is one of two principal surviving 
structures of the mining operation; the other structure is a large ore sorting house. The 
headframe is set over a mine shaft, and the headframe overlooks a second shaft, the ore sorting 
house, a small storage structure, and foundation and wood frame wall remnants of other 
structures. The current headframe was constructed in 1936, has deteriorated, and is in danger of 
collapse. 

The headframe is a four-post derrick type structure that consists of four 12"x12" posts with 
miter-lap joints that rise to the level of the sheave wheel (a large pulley wheel), horizontal cross
members provide cross-support at six levels, and a crowning trusswork consisting of three 
diagonal beams that meet a common ridge beam. The sheave wheel is mounted on a plank 
platform within the crowning trusswork. A wood ladder system rises in three segments to small 
plank platforms within the interior of the structure. A heavy timber backbrace supports the 
structure from the south, in the direction of the former hoist engine and hoist. A heavy wood 
frame enclosure is on the north side of the headframe, possibly the remains of an ore bin. The 
headframe leans northward and is slightly twisted from bottom to top, and as a result the 
headframe's current height is slightly less than its original 55 feet. Three cables running from 
the adjacent hill to the west help stabilize the structure; these cables were not elements of the 
original structure. 

IL Architectural and Engineering Information 

The headframe was an important structural component of a vertical shaft mine, and it often was 
the most visible element of a mine. Extraction of ore from a vertical shaft mine required a 
hoisting system that included a headframe that supported a sheave or pulley over the shaft; a 
power source, either mechanical or animal; often a hoisting drum or reel; rope or cable; and a 
bucket or skip in which ore was raised to the surface from the extraction levels below. Mines 
that had reached ore production stage, rather than the earlier prospect stage, usually included 
steam or gasoline engines to power the hoisting drum, and the engine and hoisting drum were 
located a substantial distance from the headframe in order to reduce the angle of the rope or 
cable to the sheave, thereby increasing the efficiency of the pulley system and reducing wear on 
the sheave and the rope or cable. Larger headframes typically included backbraces to counter the 
horizontal pull of the hoisting system on the headframe. 

The type, size and materials of headframes reflected the stage of mine development, the extent 
and depth of mining, the era of mine development, and the level of capitalization of the mining 
venture. By far the most common material for headframes in any era was heavy wood timbers, 
which were often joined by mortise and tenon joints, bolts, and iron tie rods. Engineers began 
using iron or steel headframes in the West around 1890, but the relatively high cost of these 
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structures generally restricted their application to large, highly-productive, and well-capitalized 
mines (Twitty 2002:237-239). 

Six basic structural forms ofheadframes used for mining in the West were tripod and tetrapod, 
two-post gallows, four and six-post derricks, and a type of A-frame structure called the 
California type headframe. Tripod and tetrapod headframes were typically used for exploratory 
or prospect level development, prior to substantial ore mining. These types were used primarily 
with horse whims, in which the motion of a horse or mule caused a wheel to turn, which then 
wound or unwound a rope or cable that ran through a pulley at the base of the headframe and 
then through a sheave at the top of the headframe. These types were popular through the 1860s 
but had mostly been replaced by steam-driven hoists by the 1880s. Since the primary stresses on 
the tripods and tetrapods were vertical, miners were able to construct these headframes of 
lightweight materials without the structural elements needed by power hoists, such as backbraces 
and firm foundations (Twitty 2002:159-163). 

Two-post gallows type headframes were commonly used throughout the West. Two-post 
gallows consisted of two upright posts, a cap timber with another cross member several feet 
below, and diagonal braces. Two-post gallows headframes stood 25' high at most. Brackets on 
the cap timber and lower cross-member held the sheave wheal in place. A timber foundation 
equal in length to the height of the headframe supported the gallows and was made of parallel 
timbers held together by cross members. Backbraces ran from the posts down toward the hoist 
and were tied into the foundation footers. The foundation rested on the ground and straddled the 
shaft (Twitty 2002:177, 231). 

A-frames were based on the same design as the two-post gallows, but A-frames had fore and aft 
diagonal braces buttressing the structure on both sides. Posts were splayed out to absorb all the 
vertical and horizontal stresses in a design called an exaggerated batter, and rarely used 
backbraces as a result (Twitty 2002: 178-179, 231-232). 

Four and six-post derricks were rectangular structures typically built with heavy timber beams, 
tenon-and-mortise joints, timber bolts, and iron tie rods. The size of the timber beams was based 
on the height of the headframe, typically with 1 O"x 1 O" posts used for headframes up to 40' high, 
up to 18"x18" posts for headframes 60' high, and 12"x24" headframes for the largest 
headframes. Backbraces were usually made of full-length uncut timber, were anchored between 
the shaft and the hoist, and stood on foundation footers that straddled the shaft. Towers typically 
had cross members and diagonal bracing every 6 to 10 feet. Some larger four- and six-post 
headframes had battered posts to accommodate both heavier lifting loads and larger internal 
working areas (Twitty 2002:231-232). 

While engine technology advanced between the 1870s and 1920s, headframe design for 
production-stage mines changed little. In the Western states, 4- and 6-post headframes were 
more common than A-frames, whose inclined-post construction was more difficult to build. 
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The Gold King Mine headframe's four-post derrick construction was typical of production 
headframes used for contemporary shaft mines in Colorado and in the Cripple Creek Mining 
District: the 55'-high structure included 12"x12" posts, which were common for headframes up 
to 60' high; the posts have very little batter; and the headframe was buttressed by an inclined 
backbrace. The sheave wheel at the top of the Gold King Mine headframe was made of solid 
metal, probably steel, which was becoming increasingly commonplace for new sheaves and other 
headframe components in the 1930s (Eaton 1934:310-17; Twitty 2002:228-32). 

III. Historical Information 

In 1890, prospector Robert Womack discovered gold in a 48' shaft he excavated into the side of 
Poverty Gulch. Subsequent discoveries of rich ore bodies produced a rising boom in the Cripple 
Creek area, so that by 1893 the Cripple Creek Mining District attracted thousands of hard-rock 
miners. Womack named his find the Gold King Mine, but quickly sold it to his partner. The 
Gold King Mine passed through various hands until it became the property of Lennox and 
Colburn in 1895, who formed the El Paso Gold King Milling and Mining Company (more 
commonly known as the Gold King Mining Company). 

The El Paso Gold King Milling and Mining Co. installed the original headframe, ore house, and 
surface facilities. In 1904 the original headframe was replaced by a 12' x 12', 45'-tall headframe 
during the construction of a new shafthouse. The second headframe was used until 1924, when 
the company suspended operations, and the head frame was moved to the Hoosier Mine about a 
mile to the northeast of the Gold King Mine (Bureau of Mines 1928). 

In 1936 a new 55'-high, four-post-derrick headframe was constructed at the top of the shaft as 
part of the refurbishment of the Gold King Mine. This headframe was displayed for tourists and 
was used in mining operations until 1954. By 1958 the Gold King Mine had ceased all 
operations, and the headframe has been derelict since then (Bureau of Mines 1959). 

The current structure is significant as a relatively late example of one type of headframe that was 
common in the Cripple Creek Mining District. The current structure is secondarily significant as 
a visual marker of the original discovery location of what became one of the most productive 
gold mining districts in United States history. Additional historical information is presented in 
documentation for HAER C0-92. 

IV. Project Information 

This documentation was accomplished for the Southern Teller County Focus Group and Cripple 
Creek Historic Preservation Commission, with partial funding provided by the Colorado State 
Historical Fund, to record the remaining features of the Gold King Mine because of the 
impending collapse of the headframe and the continuing deterioration of the ore house. This 
documentation was accomplished following determination that the ground beneath the structures 
was not competent to allow stabilization of the structures. Under contract from the Cripple 
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Creek Historic Preservation Society, Andrews & Anderson P.C. produced measured drawings 
and TEC ACRE completed the documentation. Kurt Schweigert of TEC ACRE was the 
photographer. 
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